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EDUCATION FOR MISSION (2022)
FINDING JESUS AT THE BORDER: OPENING OUR
HEARTS TO THE STORIES OF OUR IMMIGRANT
NEIGHBORS
JULIA LAMBERT FOGG
BRAZOS PRESS (2020)

As Christians, how should we respond to the current immigration
crisis? In this accessibly written book, Julia Lambert Fogg, a pastor and New Testament scholar who is actively serving immigrant
families in Southern California, interprets well-known biblical
stories in a fresh way and shares recent stories of immigrants at
the U.S.–Mexico border to put a human face on the immigration
debate. She encourages readers to welcome Christ by embracing
DREAMers, the undocumented, asylum seekers and immigrants,
and advocate for immigrant justice in their communities.

FIRST & ONLY: A BLACK WOMAN’S GUIDE TO
THRIVING AT WORK AND IN LIFE
JENNIFER R. FARMER
BROADLEAF BOOKS (2021)

This is a guide that affrms every Black woman who has found herself closing the cover on other leadership books because they omit
their true experiences and strengths. In these pages, trainer and activist Jennifer R. Farmer provides a roadmap to on-the-job success,
challenging systemic racism, and seeking inner healing through the
sustaining power of faith. She offers practical strategies for Black
women to thrive in workplaces that can be ambivalent about their
success, as well as tips and stories from psychologists, activists and
organizational experts that equip Black women to lead others and
heal past wounds.

HOW TO BE AN ANTIRACIST
IBRAM X. KENDI
ONE WORLD (2019)

Some people will tell you that racism is all about hatred and ignorance. But in How to Be an Antiracist, Ibram X. Kendi explains that
racism is ultimately structural. He draws from history, science, law
and ethics to describe different manifestations of racism, and personalizes these discussions by weaving in stories of his own life. This
book is an essential work for anyone who wants to go beyond an
awareness of racism to the next step: contributing to the formation of
a truly just and equitable society.
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EDUCATION FOR MISSION (2022)
METAMORPHOSIS:
HOW TO TRANSFORM PUNISHMENT IN AMERICA
ROBERT A. FERGUSON
YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS (2018)

The need for prison reform in America has reached the level of a
consensus. We agree that many prison terms are too long, especially for nonviolent drug offenders; that long-term isolation is a
bad idea; and that basic psychiatric and medical care in prisons
is woefully inadequate. Bolstered by insights from hundreds of
letters written by prisoners, scholar Robert A. Ferguson makes the
case for an entirely new concept of prisons and their purpose that
will provide better education for all involved, more imaginative and
careful use of technology, and better accountability.

ONE DRESS. ONE YEAR.: ONE GIRL’S STAND AGAINST
HUMAN TRAFFICKING
BETHANY WINZ AND SUSANA FOTH AUGHTMON
BAKER BOOKS (2016)

When sixteen-year-old Bethany Winz learned about the millions of
men, women and children around the world trapped in slavery, she
wondered: How can anyone do that to another human being? And why
aren’t we doing something? Journey with her as she wears the same
black dress every day for a year to focus attention on the lack of choices people in modern-day slavery face and raises money to help end
human traffcking.
Suitable for youth.

SHAKING THE GATES OF HELL: FAITH-LED
RESISTANCE TO CORPORATE GLOBALIZATION
SHARON DELGADO
FORTRESS PRESS (SECOND EDITION; 2020)

Humanity is at a crossroads, notes minister and activist Sharon
Delgado. We can accept a global economic system that is designed
for the enrichment of a wealthy and powerful few at the expense
of the majority of human beings, communities,and the earth itself.
Or we can embrace faith and common sense and join with others
to develop viable alternatives to this “economic insanity” and work
toward building a peaceful, just and sustainable world for all.
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LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT (2022)
VANGUARD: HOW BLACK WOMEN BROKE BARRIERS,
WON THE VOTE, AND INSISTED ON EQUALITY FOR ALL
MARTHA S. JONES
BASIC BOOKS (2020)

In the standard story, the suffrage crusade began in Seneca Falls in
1848 and ended with the ratifcation of the Nineteenth Amendment
in 1920. But this overwhelmingly white women’s movement did not
win the vote for most Black women. Here, Martha S. Jones offers a
new history of how African American women—including trailblazers
like Maria Stewart, Frances Ellen Watkins Harper and Fannie Lou
Hamer—defed both racism and sexism to fght for the ballot, from
the earliest days of the republic to the passage of the 1965 Voting
Rights Act and beyond.

BECOMING
MICHELLE OBAMA
CROWN PUBLISHING (2018)

Michelle Obama has emerged as one of the most iconic and compelling women of our era. As First Lady of the United States of America—
the frst African American to serve in that role—she helped create the
most welcoming and inclusive White House, while establishing herself
as a powerful advocate for women and girls and standing with her
husband as he led the nation. In her memoir, Michelle Obama chronicles the experiences that have shaped her—from her childhood on the
South Side of Chicago to her years as an executive balancing motherhood and work to her time spent at the world’s most famous address.

HIDDEN FIGURES: THE AMERICAN DREAM AND
THE UNTOLD STORY OF THE BLACK WOMEN
MATHEMATICIANS WHO HELPED WIN THE SPACE RACE
MARGOT LEE SHETTERLY
WILLIAM COLLINS (2016)

Before Neil Armstrong walked on the moon, a group of African-American female mathematicians were among those who served as NASA’s
“human computers,” calculating fight paths and playing a crucial role
in America’s space program. Moving from World War II through NASA’s
golden age— touching on the civil rights era, the Space Race, the Cold
War and the women’s rights movement— this book interweaves a rich
history of humankind’s space explorations with the intimate stories of
fve courageous women whose work forever changed the world.
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LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT (2022)
THE MOMENT OF LIFT:
HOW EMPOWERING WOMEN CHANGES THE WORLD
MELINDA GATES
FLATIRON BOOKS (APRIL 2019)

For the past twenty years, Melinda Gates has been on a mission to fnd
solutions for people with the most urgent needs, wherever they live.
One thing that’s become increasingly clear to her: If you want to lift a
society up, you need to stop keeping women down. Her unforgettable narrative about the inspiring people she’s met during her travels
around the world is backed by startling data on issues that need our
attention—from child marriage to lack of access to contraceptives to
gender equity in the workplace.

MY LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK ABOUT RUTH BADER GINSBURG
SHANA COREY
ILLUSTRATED BY MARGEAUX LUCAS
LITTLE GOLDEN BOOKS (2020)

Help little ones dream big with this biography about the late
Supreme Court Justice. From a young age, Ruth Bader Ginsburg
knew that she wanted to fght for girls and women to have equal
rights. She studied and worked very hard and became the second
woman—and the frst Jewish woman—to be a U.S. Supreme Court
Justice. A terrifc read for future trailblazers and their parents!
Suitable for children.

SACRED RESISTANCE: A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO
CHRISTIAN WITNESS AND DISSENT
GINGER GAINES-CIRELLI
ABINGDON PRESS (2018)

Author Ginger Gaines-Cirelli pastors a church in the heart of Washington, DC, adjacent to the White House, that actively works to bring justice and help for marginalized communities, refugees and immigrants,
and the endangered earth. With pastoral warmth and compassion, she
addresses questions that many of us are asking: When Christians see
that something is wrong in our nation or community, how and when
should we respond? How can pastors and other leaders faithfully take
risks without violating relationships with the congregation or denomination? And, how can we best take care of ourselves and one another?
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LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT (2022)
STAMPED: RACISM, ANTIRACISM, AND YOU
JASON REYNOLDS AND IBRAM X. KENDI
LITTLE, BROWN BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS (2020)

The construct of race has always been used to gain and keep
power, to create dynamics that separate and silence. This book is a
reimagining of Dr. Ibram X. Kendi’s book Stamped from the Beginning for a young audience. It shines a light on the many insidious
forms racist ideas have taken throughout America’s history—and
on ways readers can identify and stamp out racist thoughts in their
daily lives.
Suitable for youth.

WE ARE CALLED TO BE A MOVEMENT
REVEREND DR. WILLIAM J. BARBER II
WORKMAN PUBLISHING COMPANY (2020)

It’s time for everyone who cares about the state of our nation to heed
the call and join forces to redeem the soul of America. It’s time to come
together and renounce the politics of rejection, division and greed. It’s
time to lift up the common good, move up to higher ground and revive
the heart of democracy. In a single rousing sermon, the celebrated
reverend William J. Barber II of the Poor People’s Campaign makes an
impassioned argument whose message could not be clearer: It’s time
for change, and the time needs you.
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NURTURING FOR COMMUNITY (2022)
BECOMING GRANDMA: THE JOYS AND SCIENCE OF
THE NEW GRANDPARENTING
LESLEY STAHL
BLUE RIDER PRESS (2016)

After four decades as a reporter, Lesley Stahl’s most vivid and transformative experience was not covering the White House, interviewing
heads of state or researching stories at “60 Minutes”. It was becoming
a grandmother. She felt such an intense and unexpected jolt of joy she
decided to “investigate” it. Through her own stories, personal accounts
from friends, colleagues and the proverbial woman next door, as well
as interviews with doctors, anthropologists and psychiatrists, Stahl
unpacks how becoming a grandmother changes a woman’s life.

BEFORE WE WERE YOURS (A NOVEL)
LISA WINGATE
BALLANTINE BOOKS (2017)

This riveting, wrenching and ultimately uplifting tale is based on one of
America’s most notorious real-life scandals—in which Georgia Tann,
director of a Memphis-based adoption organization, kidnapped and
sold poor children to wealthy families all over the country. The narrators are present-day attorney and heir apparent to her father’s Senate
seat, Avery Stafford, and Rill Foss, a young girl growing up with her
siblings on her family’s Mississippi River shanty boat in the 1930s.

THE BOY WHO DELIVERED JOY
MARVIN BARTLETT
GATEKEEPER PRESS (2019)

A rare bone cancer robbed Jarrett Mynear of a normal childhood, but
it didn’t steal his spirit. Instead of feeling sorry for himself, this extraordinary boy got busy. By delivering thousands of toys to sick children,
the pint-sized Santa Claus traveled a path that led to national television
appearances, prestigious awards and a chance meeting with the President of the United States. This is the true story of a little boy’s legacy
and how, nearly two decades after his death, he continues to inspire
small acts of kindness and huge acts of philanthropy.
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NURTURING FOR COMMUNITY (2022)
A BRAVE FACE: TWO CULTURES, TWO FAMILIES, AND
THE IRAQI GIRL WHO BOUND THEM TOGETHER
BARBARA MARLOWE AND TEEBA FURAT MARLOWE WITH JENNIFER KEIRN
THOMAS NELSON (2019)

In this inspirational story of a woman who moved mountains to provide medical care for an Iraqi girl badly burned during a roadside
bombing, Barbara Marlowe’s determination to fght for her future
daughter highlights the way love can reach across both cultures and
continents.

THE HOUSE ON LOWELL STREET (A NOVEL)
LINDA A. KEANE
DEEP RIVER BOOKS LLC (2019)

Rose Morrison’s comfortable life as a banker’s wife is upended when
her husband dies and leaves her with formidable debt. To help support
herself and her son, she takes in two seamstresses from the corset
factory. But trouble is brewing at the factory, where a union contract is
about to expire, and Rose fnds herself confronted with confusing moral choices. Based on a true event: the strike of the Kalamazoo corset
workers in 1921.

REWIRED: AN UNLIKELY DOCTOR, A BRAVE AMPUTEE,
AND THE MEDICAL MIRACLE THAT MADE HISTORY
AJAY K. SETH
THOMAS NELSON (2019)

A raccoon bite on the arm doesn’t seem that serious, but it soon
becomes a life-or-death medical crisis for Melissa Loomis. After it
becomes clear to everyone that there is no other option, Dr. Ajay Seth
performs his frst-ever amputation procedure. In the months that follow, divine intervention, combined with Melissa’s determination and
Dr. Seth’s commitment and dedication to his patients, brings about an
opportunity for a medical breakthrough that will potentially transform
the lives of amputees around the world.
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NURTURING FOR COMMUNITY (2022)
SHE CAME TO SLAY:
THE LIFE AND TIMES OF HARRIET TUBMAN
ERICA ARMSTRONG DUNBAR
37 INK (2019)

Harriet Tubman is best known as one of the most famous conductors on the Underground Railroad. In this tribute, Erica Armstrong
Dunbar blends traditional biography with artwork and sidebars to
create a fresh and accessible take on one of the most exceptional
women in American history. We learn that Tubman not only helped
liberate hundreds of slaves, she was the frst woman to lead an
armed expedition during the Civil War, worked as a spy for the
Union Army, and was a ferce suffragist as well as an advocate for
the aged.
Suitable for youth.

TATTOOS ON THE HEART:
THE POWER OF BOUNDLESS COMPASSION
GREGORY BOYLE
FREE PRESS (2010)

As a pastor working in the Boyle Heights neighborhood of Los Angeles, the gang capital of the nation, Gregory Boyle created an organization to provide jobs, job training and encouragement to the neighborhood’s youth. Through a series of parables inspired by faith and
distilled from the stories of the young people he’s worked with over the
past twenty years, Father Boyle shares lesson about kinship, redemption and the sacredness of life. This uplifting book reminds us that no
life is less valuable than another.

GRIT IN JUAREZ: BEYOND THE WALL
MARION SURLES
LOVE AND LITERACY (2019)

How do the children live just across the wall at our southern border?
Cristal and Fina struggle to fnd enough to eat as they raise themselves
on the streets in Juarez, Mexico. Daniel worries about his little brother,
Memo, who has serious respiratory attacks because of the pollution
and desert climate. Life is hard on the border, but pastors Miguel and
Pati want to lead a church that’s responsive to the needs of their community. Can the local church help the families work together as Christ’s
family to ease each other’s burdens?
Available in Spanish.
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SOCIAL ACTION (2022)
THE GIRL WITH SEVEN NAMES:
A NORTH KOREAN DEFECTOR’S STORY
HYEONSEO LEE WITH DAVID JOHN
WILLIAM COLLINS (2015)

As a child growing up in North Korea, Hyeonseo Lee was one of millions trapped by a secretive and brutal communist regime. When the
famine of the 1990s struck, she realized that surely her country could
not be, as she’d been told, “the best on the planet.” What follows is
the story of her escape from North Korea at age 17, and her terrifying
struggle to avoid capture/repatriation and guide her family to freedom.

THE LEAVERS (A NOVEL)
LISA KO
ALGONQUIN BOOKS (2017)

One morning, Deming Guo’s mother, Polly, an undocumented Chinese
immigrant, goes to her job at a nail salon—and never comes home.
Set in New York and China, this moving story of how a boy comes into
his own when everything he loves is taken away, and of a mother who
is forced to make one heart-wrenching choice after another, is a vivid
examination of borders and belonging.

NATIVE:
IDENTITY, BELONGING, AND REDISCOVERING GOD
KAITLIN B. CURTICE
BRAVOS PRESS (2020)

This visionary book is about identity, soul-searching and the
never-ending journey of fnding ourselves and fnding God. As both
a citizen of the Potawatomi Nation and a Christian, the author, Kaitlin
Curtis, offers a unique perspective on these topics. She shares what
it means to experience her faith through the lens of her indigenous
heritage, and encourages us to embrace our own origins and to share
and listen to each other’s stories so we can build a more inclusive
and diverse future.
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SOCIAL ACTION (2022)
SEPARATED BY THE BORDER: A BIRTH MOTHER,
A FOSTER MOTHER, AND A MIGRANT CHILD’S
3,000-MILE JOURNEY
GENA THOMAS
IVP BOOKS (2019)

In 2017 fve-year-old Julia was separated from her mother, Guadalupe,
during a harrowing journey from Honduras to the United States. Gina
Thomas, a Spanish-speaking missionary who became Julia’s foster
mother, witnessed frsthand the ways migrant children experience
trauma. Weaving together the stories of birth mother and foster mother, this book shows the human face of the immigrant and refugee, the
challenges of the immigration and foster care systems, and the tenacious power of motherly love.

SHE PERSISTED: 13 AMERICAN WOMEN WHO
CHANGED THE WORLD
CHELSEA CLINTON
ILLUSTRATED BY ALEXANDRA BOIGER
PHILOMEL BOOKS (2017)

Throughout U.S. history, there have always been women who’ve
spoken up for what’s right, even when they have to fght to be heard.
Here, Chelsea Clinton celebrates thirteen inspirational women who’ve
helped shape our country through their tenacity. With vivid, compelling
art, this book shows young readers that no matter the obstacles, they
shouldn’t give up on their dreams.
Suitable for children.

SMALL GREAT THINGS (A NOVEL)
JODI PICOULT
BALLANTINE BOOKS (2016)

During a routine checkup on a newborn, labor and delivery nurse Ruth
Jefferson is told that she’s been reassigned to another patient. The parents are white supremacists and don’t want Ruth, who is African American, to touch their child. When the baby goes into cardiac distress the
next day while Ruth is alone in the nursery, a gripping series of events
unfold that will lead readers to question everything they know about
privilege, power and race.
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SOCIAL ACTION (2022)
TOMATOLAND: HOW MODERN INDUSTRIAL AGRICULTURE DESTROYED OUR MOST ALLURING FRUIT
BARRY ESTABROOK
ANDREWS MCMEEL PUBLISHING (2011)

Based on a James Beard award–winning article from a leading voice
on the politics of agribusiness, this book combines history, legend,
passion for taste, and investigative reporting on modern agribusiness
and environmental issues into a revealing, controversial look at the
tomato, the fruit we love so much that we eat $4 billion-worth annually.

SPIRITUAL GROWTH (2022)
GLIMPSES OF HEAVEN:
GOD’S GIFTS OF GRACE IN DAILY LIFE
ROELA VICTORIA RIVERA
GRACENOTES CREATIVE MINISTRY (2017)

In this treasure of a book, diaconal minister, mission worker, and
woman of faith Roela Victoria Rivera shares devotions, prayers,
and faith stories accompanied by her free-style watercolors, which
she miraculously created after she became legally blind. Join in the
joy and excitement of experiencing the amazing grace of God—that
strengthens our sense of meaning and purpose in daily life!
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SPIRITUAL GROWTH (2022)
LOVE IS THE WAY:
HOLDING ON TO HOPE IN TROUBLING TIMES
BISHOP MICHAEL CURRY WITH SARA GRACE
AVERY PUBLISHING GROUP (2020)

Much of the world met Bishop Michael Curry, the frst African
American to lead the Episcopal Church, when he delivered his
sermon on the redemptive power of love at the royal wedding of
Prince Harry and Meghan Markle at Windsor Castle. Here, he expands on this message by inspiring readers to discover the gifts
they need in order to live the way of love in a world that faces
seemingly insurmountable challenges: deep reservoirs of hope
and resilience, simple wisdom, the discipline of nonviolence, and
unshakable regard for human dignity.

WHEN GOD MADE THE WORLD
MATTHEW PAUL TURNER
ILLUSTRATED BY GILLIAN GAMBLE
CONVERGENT BOOKS (2020)

For little readers who love science and wonder about the beginning of all things, this whimsical journey through creation focuses
on the complex way that God created our awe-inspiring universe,
including the biodiversity of life on our planet and the intricacies of
a vast solar system. Accompanying illustrations bring the natural
world to vibrant life through rich colors and poignant detail.
Suitable for children.

THE TIME IS NOW:
A CALL TO UNCOMMON COURAGE
JOAN CHITTISTER
CONVERGENT BOOKS (2019)

A beloved nun and social activist offers a soul-stirring guide for
all who feel disillusioned and dissatisfed with the power-hungry
institutions and systems of this world. Pairing scriptural insights
with narratives of the truth-tellers that came before us, Sister Joan
Chittister offers a compelling vision for readers to combat complacency and to propel ourselves toward creating a world of justice,
freedom, peace, and empowerment.
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